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THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY,

Recalling previous resolution 73/191 of  17th December 2018 summarising essential human

rights and corruption of governmental bodies,

Acknowledging the impact that corruption has on people's everyday lives in ways not limited

to: limited access to basic resources, inadequate education, and impoverished communities,

Recognizing that eradication of corruption is needed to reduce the loss of valuable resources

and to pursue the 2030 sustainable development goals,

Viewing with appreciation the work of the International Criminal Court (ICC) and the

International Court of Justice (ICJ), in combatting corruption,

1. Calls for the creation of an international anti-corruption fund, which aims to minimize

the effects of corruption in ways such as but not limited to:

a. Helping regions deprived of resources in the form of:

i. Economic aid,

ii. Medicine,

iii. Food,

iv. Temporary housing for the homeless,

b. Replenishing funds lost to corruption, which includes, but are not limited to:

i. Bribery

ii. Embezzlement,

iii. Money laundering

c. Implementing and distributing UN funds in countries affected by corruption;

a. Urges the ICJ to appoint investigators to investigate

corruption on a federal level in each member state, as



well as reporting any and all unlawful activity such as

but not limited to:

d. Bribery and misuse of court funds,

e. Political interference,

f. Biased court proceedings;

2. Recommends the deployment of advisors to nations, which will be funded by the

previously mentioned anti-corruption fund and will have the following tasks:

a. Analyzing the current situation and giving status updates to the UN, in ways

not not limited to:

i. The state of human rights,

ii. Cases of corruption, intimidation or interference with justice,

iii. Freedom of the press,

b. Assisting the local judicial system with:

i. The implementation of international human rights standards,

ii. The re-establishment of confidence in it,

iii. Creating a system that is based on merit rather than money/bribery;

3. Requests all nations to ensure that an impartial, independent, honest and competent

judicial system is developed, by implementing the following strategies:

a. Making sure that judicial staff members can effectively fulfill their

responsibilities by:

i. Providing adequate personal protection,

ii. Setting the salaries to adequate levels using the UN-funding program,

iii. Provide guidance and assistance regarding the judicial system and

procedures through manuals and personnel,

iv. Giving staff adequate resources to fulfill their duties,

b. Involving the public and making actions transparent by:

i. Hosting hearings public whenever possible,

ii. Reporting verdicts publicly,

iii. Simplifying rules and procedures,

c. Discouraging unlawful behavior by setting high fines for corruption while

closely considering each case of corruption to prevent wrongful convictions,

d. Creating an oversight body that handles cases of corruption and accepts



complaints against judges by individuals;

4. Calls for the creation of an international corruption index funded by the previously

mentioned Anti-Corruption Fund, which will be used to assess the need for:

a. Make sure the above-stated aid remains within communities that are extremely

affected by corruption,

b. Escort and distribute aid, both financial and material, to impoverished

communities designated to receive said aid,

c. The biannual audit of the lowest ranking 50 UN member countries on the

international corruption index;

5. Recommends that member states have stronger background checks on any and all

government and criminal justice figures in ways such as but not limited to

a. Checking for previous ties to criminals or any past criminal records,

b. Checking for any psychological issues in the past with any and all government

figures,

c. Routine checks for association with any criminals or supporting any criminals;

6. Decides to remain seized on the matter.


